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Fun and Frivolity Answers
Trek Trivia
TOS: Fizzbin
TNG: Visual Instrument and Sensory Organ Replacement
DS9: A group of World War II French freedom fighters
VOY: Lieutenant Carey
Logic
1. Neither. Contrary to what most people believe, the first day of the 24th Century will be January 1st, 2301, not
January 1st, 2300. The beginning of a century will start with the year one, not the year zero.
2. Every casino in the world would go bankrupt without a house limit on stakes. Without it, gamblers would
keep doubling their stakes until they won. No matter how bad a losing streak the players might have, they
would eventually win.
3. Interestingly enough, the thick glass is more likely to crack since glass is a poor conductor of heat. In a thin
glass, the heat passes more quickly from the glass to the surrounding air, causing all parts of the glass to expand
equally. When the hot water is poured into the thicker glass, the inner surface expands but the outer surface
does not. It is this difference that causes stress on the glass and therefore leads to cracking.
Logic Puzzle
The shampoo with the papaya scent contains wheat germ (2). Hair & Neck contains mango extract (4). Prelk,
which has a garden herb scent (1), doesn't contain honey or Vitamin E oil (1); it contains aloe. The shampoo
with the mixed fruit scent doesn't contain honey (3) or Vitamin E oil (5); it has mango extract. The rose-scented
shampoo doesn't contain Vitamin E oil (5); it has honey. The jasmine-scented shampoo has Vitamin E oil, so
it's for oily hair (5) and therefore is not Debonair, which is for dry hair (1), or Vital Season (3); it is Blecks. The
papaya-scented shampoo isn't Vital Season (3); it's Debonair. The rose-scented shampoo is Vital Season. Hair
& Neck isn't for damaged of sensitive hair (4); it's for normal hair. Prelk, which contains aloe, isn't for
damaged hair (2); it's for sensitive hair. Vital Season is for damaged hair.
In summary:
Blecks: Vitamin E oil, Oily, Jasmine
Debonair: Wheat Germ, Dry, Papaya
Hair & Neck: Mango Extract, Normal, Mixed Fruit
Prelk: Aloe, Sensitive, Garden Herb
Vital Season: Honey, Damaged, Rose

